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AGROTEXTIL
Rábita

MANUFACTURING NETTING FOR AGRICULTURE, 
CONSTRUCTION AND TECHNICAL FABRICS.



Textil de Rabita S.L. is a family run business created in 1978. Our company 
specializes in manufacturing different types of netting with our own synthetic 
bers for agricultural and construction applications. 

In 1994, the company was divided into different societies, creating the actual 
structure and the brand "RÁBITA AGROTEXTIL".

Textil de la Rabita S.L. is a company with a large experience in its eld, this 
experience allows us to offer high-quality products using new technologies.

InIn order to satisfy our clients' needs, we often study and innovate our products 
following the current and future market trends. 

Today, the products of Textil de la Rabita S.L. are present worldwide 
supported by a production capacity of 30.000.000 m2 per year.

By our production capacity, allows us to export our products to all continents 
and to have more than 30 distributors all over the world. 

Moreover,Moreover, we just started a new plant located in the City of Guadalajara, 
Mexico.  This plant aims to cover the needs of the growing market of the 
Americas and to provide a better service to our customers on this continent, 
allowing us to further consolidate our brand internationally.

In 2012, Textil de La Rabita S.L. won the Internationalization Company 
Award by the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Jaén (Spain).

WATCH VIDEO
About  US

International  Projection
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SHADE CLOTH
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It is used to protect crops from intense sunlight and to reduce the luminosity. Other applications 

are construction protection and irrigation pools. We manufacture different percentages from 30% 

to 90% shade and different colors according to the needs of the area.

Standard widths: 1 - 1,5 - 2 - 2,5 - 3 - 3,5 - 4 - 4,5 - 5 meters.

Standard lengths: 100m., 150 m.

Colors:  white, black, green, dark green, bicolor, silver and brown. Ask for others.

We can prepare our products to custom lengths and widths upon request.

Shade cloth 35% Shade cloth 45% Shade cloth 65% Shade cloth 90%

shade cloth



ANTITRIPS/ANTIAPHIDS
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16x10 white 16x10 bicolor 20x10 white

This mesh is recommended to prevent diseases and malformations in crops, avoiding insects and 

larvae to reach them. Recommended for net-houses, greenhouse walls and ventilation areas.  

Different densities available: 16x10, 16x16, 20x10 y 22x11.

Standard widths: 1 - 1,5 - 2 - 2,5 - 3 - 3,5 - 4 - 4,5 - 5 meters.

Standard lengths: 100m., 150 m.

Colors:  white, black, green, bicolor. Ask for others.

We can prepare our products to custom lengths and widths upon request.

antitrips/antiaphids



INSECT NETS
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Insect nets 6x6 Insect nets 9x6

Made of high-density polyethylene with a special treatment to protect against UV-light. Ideal for 

shading, windbreaking, protection of crops from insects, and in coastal areas, it is used as a barrier 

or division line. This netting is also used for ower production to reduce the damage caused by 

frost and wind.

Four Different densities available, 6x6, 9x6, 8x10 y 10x10.

Standard widths: 1 - 1,5 - 2 - 2,5 - 3 - 3,5 - 4 - 4,5 - 5 meters.

Standard lengths: 100m., 150 m.

Colors: Colors:  transparent, black, green and bicolor. Ask for others.

We can prepare our products to custom lengths and widths upon request.

insect nets / windbreaker



ANTI-HAIL PROTECTION NETS

4 x 4 3 x 2,5

Made of high-density polyethylene with a special treatment to protect against UV-light.  It is man-

ufactured in different densities and reinforced on the sides and center for better resistance and for 

easier xing to structures. Widely used for protection in vineyards, wind-breaking for young crops, 

and as an effective protection from early frost. It is proven to reduce direct radiation over the plant, 

creating a microclimate and boosting the growth of the crop.

Standard widths: 1 - 1,5 - 2 - 2,5 - 3 - 3,5 - 4 - 4,5 - 5 meters.

Standard lengths: 100m., 150 m.

Colors:  transparent, bicolor and black. Ask for others.

We can prepare our products to custom lengths and widths upon request.

anti-hail protection nets



GROUND-COVER
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130 gr 100 gr

It is a special product for nurseries and greenhouses. In new plantations, it helps avoiding direct 

contact between the ground and the growing plants, reducing transpiration from the soil causing 

a lower water consumption. It also prevents the growth of weed and powdery mildew (Highly 

recommend for this purpose). In contrast with lms, this net allows water drainage.

Standard widths: 1,05 - 2,10 - 3,30 - 4,20 - 5,25 meters.

Standard lengths: 100m., 150 m.

Colors:  black, green and white.

We can prepare our products to custom lengths and widths upon request.We can prepare our products to custom lengths and widths upon request.

ground-cover



THERMAL BLANKET
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thermal blanket

When changes in temperature or insects are present, we recommend this blanket to protect 

against cold and ice.  Often used with: owers, vegetables, fruits, lettuce, melon, among other 

crops.

This material is made of 17-gram polypropylene and with 3% burn-protection treatment. 

Standard widths: from 1 meter to 15 meters.

Standard lengths: 250 meters, 500 meters y 1000 meters depending on the bandwidth.

Colors:  white.

Blankets of different basis weights are available upon request.Blankets of different basis weights are available upon request.

thermal blanket



BIRDS NET
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birds net

Woven with high-density polyethylene monolament, simulating a net, it allows the normal pass 

of light or air. It prevents the harmful formation and deteriorarion on the fruit without hindering 

the growth and development. It is easy to use and can be installed on a pole or directly on top of 

the trees. With a density of 25x25 mm, it is used to protect fruit plantations and vineyards.

Standard widths: please ask for our different widths.

Standard lengths: please ask for our different lengths.

Colors:  green, black. Ask for other colors.

birds net



PLASTIC-LAMINATED NETS
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2 sides 1 side

Woven polyethylene plastic, designed for side closing, windows of greenhouses and other areas. 

It is also used to protect fruit trees such as cherry trees, to avoid direct contact with rain. In grape 

production, it can be used to boost their precocity. It can be laminated on 1 side or both sides. It 

can be used as windbreaker (100%).

Standard widths: from 0,50 meters to 4,20 meters seamless.

Standard lengths: please ask for our different lengths.

Colors: Colors:  transparent.

Ask for other options.

plastic-laminated net (1 and 2 sides)



DECORATIVE
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decorative beige decorative zig-zagdecorative diamonds

Made of high-density polyethylene monolament. Designed to provide shade and decoration 

due to its different drawing possibilities. It is used frequently to cover fences and domestic or 

public places.

Standard widths: 1 - 1,5 - 2 - 2,5 - 3 - 3,5 - 4 - 4,5 - 5 meters.

Standard lengths: 100 m., 150 m.

Colors:  green and black, beige and blue. Ask for other.

We can prepare our products to custom lengths and widths upon request.

decorative



HARVESTING AND
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collected net

Made of high-density polyethylene. This mesh has a high strength and durability. It is especially 

recommended for harvesting of fruits such as olives, almonds, chestnuts, walnuts, etc.

This mesh is also used as a safety net to protect against landslides, falling materials or in 

construction to protect against falling tools and building materials.

Standard measures: 5x10, 6x12, 7x12, 7x14, 8x12, 8x14, 8x16.

Colors:  black, bicolor. Ask for others.

We can prepare our products to custom lengths and widths upon request

harvesting and construction protection net

VIDEO



PLANT SUPPORT NET
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plant support netraphia plant support net

This product is designed to be used as a guide for the correct growth of some types of crops inside 

greenhouses (tomatoes, peppers, zucchini, green beans, etc).

Its mission is to guide the growth, supporting weight and preventing falls.

The standard presentation of tutor raphia is in rolls of different weights.

The standard presentation of Plant Support net is in rolls of different sizes and widths with squares 

of 20 x 20 cm.

Weight of a tutor raphia roll: 5 kg.

Lengths and widths  of plant support net:Lengths and widths  of plant support net: please ask for our lengths.

Colors:  black and white. Ask for others.

plant support net/raphia plant support net



STAPLE RESIA
- Four parts staple.
- Easy to use. Áble to open at any point, if necessary.
- The staple is designed to save time when you place the 
mesh.
-- Highly resistant to weight and extreme weather 
conditions.

STAPLE ROLLE
- Designed to be xed on a wire.
- High resistance to all weather conditions.
- Easy to use

2 POINT STAPLE
- Ideal for meshes of any kind of tissue- Ideal for meshes of any kind of tissue
- Material: Polypropylene.
- Color: Black and green.

STAPLE UNION KEY
- Allows to easily join two staples.
- Prevents scratches and vibrations.
- Material: Polypropylene.

12 POINTS STAPLE12 POINTS STAPLE
- Ideal for any mesh.
- Material: Polypropylene.

MAGNUM STAPLE
- Recommended for xing with hooks and elasticated 
ropes.
- Material: Nylon.

KEY STAPLE MAGNUMKEY STAPLE MAGNUM
- Ideal for anti-hail net.
- Allows vertical and horizontal attachment.
- Recommended for xing shade nets and windbreakers.

MESH-JOINING STAPLE
- Prevent scratches.
- Material: Polypropylene.
- Color: Green and black.- Color: Green and black.

ANCORPLACK 
- Two-point staple with hook.
- Ideal for xing nets on a steel wire or similar.

C PROFILE AND ZIG-ZAG WIRE
- Specially designed for the xation of greenhouse cover 
(plastic lm or mesh).ac
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STEEL HOOK
- Designed to attach and join meshes together.
- Material: Galvanized steel.

HOOKS
- Ideal for xing two meshes with eyelets.
- Material: Nylon.
- Color: Green and black.- Color: Green and black.

C AND S HOOKS
- Recommended for xing meshes in general.
- Material: Nylon.
- Color: Green and black.

UNION SCREW 
-- Safety staple recommended for attaching wires and 
meshes
- Material: Reinforced nylon.
- Color: Green and black.

POLECOVER
- Ideal for covering circular poles.
- Resistant to all weather conditions.
- Material: polyethylene.- Material: polyethylene.

WOODPOLE COVERS
- Ideal for covering wooden poles.
- Extremely resistant to all weather conditions.
- Material: Polypropylene.

S HOOK FOR IRRIGATIONTUBES
-- Allows moving away from the plant without installing a 
specic tube.
- Diameter: 16-20mm.

DOUBLE HANGER
- Ideal for xing any kind of wire to wooden or concrete 
posts.

VINEYARD POLES 
- Appropiate for xing onto wood or concrete structures.- Appropiate for xing onto wood or concrete structures.
- Used to ensure always the original set up distance 
between the cables and the pole.
- Allows the easy traction of the cable 

SIMPLE HOOK
- Recommended for xing the nylon lm or any type of 
cable to wood or concrete posts.

ELASTICATED PLASTIC ROPESELASTICATED PLASTIC ROPES
- It is used for tensioning the mesh during installationac
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2. Warping
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In order to control the quality of our 
products, we produce monolament in 
different diameters and colors.

WWe work exclusively with HDPE of the nest 
quality.  This, along with the latest 
technology of our machinery, ensures 
quality from the beginning to end of  the 
process.

TThroughout all the stages, qualied 
personnel checks and records the 
monolament specications using veried 
and approved measurement equipment.

Just as in extrusion, our warpers have 
software that control the process, providing 
data to ensure a well-produced warp.

The speed and tension are automatically 
controlled by our machinery and veried by 
the warping operators.

OnOnce the warp is completed, it is identied 
and recorded with its respective 
monolament.



3. Weaving

4. Verication & Control
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This process starts by tying the new warp to 
the loom with respect to the following 
product.

The data required for the process, such as 
speed and revolutions, are veried and 
programmed by specialized staff members.

OnOnce the desired length has been reached, 
the weft roll is removed from the loom and 
recorded in order to identify its raw 
materials, machine number and operators.

We guarantee that our material comes out 
of our factory in perfect conditions and 
with the appropriate measures.  All of our 
products are monitored, tested, and 
checked by machine and our highly 
qualied technicians during every stage of 
the process from beginning to end. In this 
prprocess, the rolls are also adapted to the 
desired lengths.

The rolls are also made to our customers 
with transparent plastic lm and identied 
with a label that includes all the data from 
the beginning to end.
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AGROTEXTIL
Rábita

TEXTIL DE LA RÁBITA, S.L.

Paraje Retamar s/n Sector UPI - 8,1
Apdo. 112 - 23680 Alcalá la Real

Jaén - España

Tel. +34 953 58 75 08
Fax. +34 953 58 49 54

E-mail: inE-mail: info@rabitaagrotextil.com
Web: www.rabitaagrotextil.com

LA RABITA AMERICA SA DE CV

Blvd. Juan Gil Preciado 2450, Int. 13
Parque Industrial Ecopark
Col. El Tigre - C.P. 45203
Zapopan - Jalisco - México

Tel. +52 (33) 1561-4818
Sin cosSin costo México: 01 (800) 633-6060

E-mail: info@rabita.mx 
Web: www.rabita.mx


